Vancouver

The harbour city of Vancouver has long been regarded simply as one of the most spectacular cities in the world. Nestled between the snow-capped coastal mountains and the Pacific Ocean, Vancouver is a city of stunning natural beauty. It is also a modern city, with everything to appeal to the international visitor.

LSI Vancouver

Located on the first floor of a modern office tower in the centre of the downtown area, LSI Vancouver offers a computer room with internet access, multimedia self-study materials and kitchen facilities. The school is conveniently located for bus, Seabus and Skytrain transportation links and the city’s main attractions.

Social Programme

As well as outings to the many affordable restaurants and coffee shops for which Vancouver is famous, the social programme includes days at the beach, major sporting events with Vancouver’s world-class professional teams, and weekend trips to Victoria, the Rocky Mountains and Whistler.

General Courses

- Standard 20
- Intensive 30
- English for Business
- Plus Courses

Starting dates for students at Beginner level: first Monday of every month.

Cambridge English Language Assessment Courses

Starting & Exam dates: See website for details

TOEFL IBT & TOEIC Preparation

- TOEIC, subject to a minimum of 5 students

English for Academic Purposes

- Standard 20
- Intensive 30
- English for Business
- English for Academic Purposes (EAP)

Starting dates for students at Beginner level:
- 1st Monday of every month.

Courses for Professionals

- One-to-One
- 9 Day Compact Course
- Mini Group Courses

Public Holidays

No instruction on the following dates in 2014:
- Jan 1, Feb 10, Apr 18, 21, May 19, Jul 1, Aug 4, Sep 1, Oct 13, Nov 11, Dec 22-26 inclusive.

In 2015 school reopens on Jan 2.

www.lsi.edu/vancouver